RE: The operation guide to open and close the CD tray forcibly

Repairing the CD tray according to the following operation if CD tray can’t open or CD disc can’t be picked out.

(Attention : To remove the power plug before the operation).

1. Observe the two bottom sides of the CD tray (refer to below image)

the aperture

the aperture (will be operated)
2. If the aperture is the left bottom side, you can insert a flat and thin metal into the aperture, the location is around 4cm away from left the panel.

2. If the aperture is on the right bottom side, you can insert a flat and thin metal into the aperture, the location is around 4cm away from the right panel.
5. The CD tray will bounce out.
6. Let down the metal, then pull the CD tray out with two fingers steadily (pick out the CD).

7. Push the CD tray with your hand. The CD tray will closed and a clicking sound will be heard.

************************THE END************************